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A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
Optimization of Postbuckling Behaviour of Variable Thickness Composite Panels with Variable Angle Tows:
Towards "Buckle-Free" Design Concept
Introduction
Laminated composite structures are increasingly used in the aviation and aerospace industry as primary load carrying components, due to their high strength-to-weight ratios and large stiffness tailoring flexibility. The design of lightweight aircraft structures is often driven by weight savings under a buckling strength criterion. For example, wing covers are normally designed to restrict the buckling occurrence with respect to an ultimate operating load [1] . Further weight savings can be achieved if composite structures are allowed to continuously operate into the nonlinear postbuckling regime. Composite panels usually suffer from a certain amount of loss of in-plane
A C C E P T E D M
A N U S C R I P T stiffnesses after entering into the postbuckling state. This research attempts to suppress the loss of in-plane compressive stiffness of the postbuckled composite panels to a minimum level. In other words, we are aiming to design "Buckle-Free" composite panels, of which a high in-plane compressive stiffness is retained regardless of the structural operating state. A two-level optimization framework with a general variable stiffness tailoring approach is applied for the design of "Buckle-Free" composite panels.
The buckling of flat panels is associated with both a loss of in-plane stiffness and also growth of out-of-plane displacements. As buckling occurs, inplane loads are redistributed to supported regions and are accompanied by an associated loss of in-plane stiffness. This phenomenon informs von Karman's effective width concept [53, 6] . Therefore, in a practical sense we can consider buckling as an in-plane load redistribution event. Our "Buckle-Free" concept exploits this interpretation of buckling by using a combination of thickness and stiffness tailoring to redistribute in-plane loads prior to buckling. Subsequently, if there is no further load-redistribution at the point of buckling (growth of out-of-plane displacements) then there will be no associated loss of in-plane stiffness and therefore the panel is effectively "Buckle-Free" in terms of in-plane load carrying capability. In other words, this "Buckle-Free" panel is able to continuously carry considerable loads, beyond the critical buckling point, without losing any stiffness.
Conventional straight-fiber laminates offer a limited tailoring option, by designing the stacking sequence with constant ply-angles along the thickness direction. The development of variable stiffness technology enables the stiffness properties of composite materials to vary from one point to another. As such, it offers a fully three-dimensional tailoring capacity. Numerous works have shown that structural performance can be significantly improved through optimizing the spatially point-wise stiffness variation. Variable stiffness structures can be achieved by either steering fibers in curvilinear paths (VAT plies) or by using an additional thickness variation. Early works consid-
A N U S C R I P T ered the variable thickness approach. Capey [2] showed substantial increase of buckling load of isotropic plates made up of three strips, in which the outer strips are thicker than the central one. Biggers et al. [1, 3] applied an analogous tailoring configuration to laminated composite plates and obtained much larger improvement in buckling load. More recently, many papers have [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] focused on the study of VAT composites that enable the tailoring of local directional properties of composite materials. Constant-thickness VAT plies are assumed in most works. However, thickness variation of VAT laminates is inevitable in the tow-steering manufacturing process, for example the tow overlaps and gaps induced by AFP (Automated Fiber Placement) machine, and the thickened tows in CTS (Continuous Tow Shearing) method. Such thickness changes in VAT laminates are strongly coupled with a particular manufacturing method, and therefore usually restricts the tailoring flexibility.
To minimise unnecessary design limitations, the thickness is allowed to independently vary in a point-wise manner across the planform of VAT composite plates in this work. The stiffness matrices of VAT panels at each point are defined in terms of lamination parameters and an independent thickness variable. In so doing, a general variable stiffness design philosophy is applied and the flexibility of stiffness tailoring achieves a maximum. Herein, stiffness tailoring is implemented through both local layup arrangement (thickness tailoring) and local placement of various orientation composite fibers across the planform of panels (VAT design). As a consequence, the membrane and bending stiffnesses of composite panels exhibit non-uniform distributions and can be locally optimized. In addition, the variable stiffness properties may give rise to benign redistributions of non-uniform in-plane stress resultants that can directly benefit the buckling and post-buckling strength substantially. This new design philosophy eventually enables us to achieve the "Buckle-free" composite panel design.
The nonlinear postbuckling analysis is a time-consuming process, in par-
A N U S C R I P T ticular when a finite element model is applied. Therefore, there remains a need for tools that can rapidly and accurately predict the postbuckling response of laminated composite structures. Many previous works that developed semi-analytical modelling methods are usually the first choice for postbuckling optimization of composite structures, due to their high computational efficiency and physically intuitive insight. Most early works developed the analytical/semi-analytical postbuckling modellings based on the energy methods and considered various combined loading cases. Some semianalytical postbucking approaches were inserted into gradient-based optimization routines to form integrated design packages or tools, such as POSTOP [10] , PANDA2 [11] , NLPANOPT [12, 13] and VICONOPT [14, 15] . These tools have been successfully applied to optimize the postbuckling behaviour of various thin-walled structural sections from metal or composite panels [16] , to stiffened panels [10] and cylindrical panels [11] etc. Perturbation methods have also been often used to model the postbuckling behaviour of thin-walled structures to obtain asymptotic solutions (sometimes in closedforms). Recently, some works successfully applied asymptotic perturbation models in the postbuckling optimization of composite structures. Wu et al. [17] derived explicit closed-form expressions with improved accuracy than Shen and Zhang's previous perturbation model [18, 19] for the postbuckling analysis of orthotropic composite plates. These formulae obtain the global optimal solutions for constant stiffness composite layups with either minimum end-shortening strains or minimum out-of-plane deflections. Henrichsen et al. [20] developed a novel Koiter's asymptotic method based finite element modelling approach and applied it in a gradient-based postbuckling optimization routine of composite panels. Raju et al. [21] applied a perturbation based asymptotic numerical method (ANM) to perform the postbuckling optimization of constant-thickness VAT panels using a two-level optimization framework, which is developed specifically for point-wise stiffness tailoring using lamination parameters [22] .
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
Previously, an efficient Rayleigh-Ritz modelling was developed for the postbuckling analysis of VAT plates using a single mixed variational formula [6] . The postbuckling problem of composite plates with discontinuous thickness change is considered, in this work, for the design of blended VAT panels. The thickness of a blended VAT plate may not only vary in a continuous pattern caused by the manufacturing process of variable angle tows, but also involve discontinuous changes due to the piecewise placement of different number of VAT plies. The discontinuous thickness change results in stiffness discontinuities and variation of neutral axis position [23] . As a consequence, special care must be given to the formulation to accurately capture the true structural behaviour in the vicinity of the discontinuity. An early work by Benthem [24] presented a detailed analytical study on the buckling and initial postbuckling load-carrying capacity for various types of combined isotropic plate strips. The analytical solutions were obtained based on the von Kármán expressions and well-established formulae for the boundary conditions at various types of thickness changes, i.e. free edges, corners and transitions. Fox [25] performed the postbuckling analysis of plates with discontinuous thickness across the width, which exhibit substantially different behaviour from that of the equivalent uniformly thick plates. Coburn [23] recently proposed an element-wise semi-analytical (called SA-element) method to study the buckling of discontinuous stiffness beams and plates, in which the necessary continuities of displacement and rotation are enforced using penalty terms. Analogous to the SA-element method [23] , blended VAT plates are also modelled by considering each portion with a different thickness variation pattern as an individual element.
The postbuckling optimization of VAT panels in this work aims to achieve the maximum overall stiffness [26] (the "buckle-free" concept) subject to a certain amount of compressive loading. The postbuckling optimization of VAT panels with variable thickness is conducted by a previously developed two-level framework [22] . At the first level, a general point-wise variable A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T stiffness pattern is optimized in terms of lamination parameters and independently varying thickness. B-spline functions are employed to define the spatial variation of lamination parameters and thickness. The B-spline formulated variation is determined by a prescribed knot vector and a set of control points, where the design variables are associated. The convex-hull property of B-Spline functions enable the entire distribution of lamination parameters to be constrained within the feasible region by applying the nonlinear constraints on the control points only [22] . At the second level, a genetic algorithm is applied to recover the optimal stiffness variation into realistic VAT layups. According to the optimal stiffness and thickness distribution obtained from the first-level procedure, a blended VAT design that consists of a piecewise combination of segmental CTS layers and constantthickness VAT layers is proposed and optimized for the final "buckle-free" panel design.
The objective of this paper is to study a general stiffness tailoring concept through taking advantage of both thickness variation and variable angle tows in the design of composite structures. This general variable stiffness tailoring approach is implemented with the assistance of lamination parameters, and is applied to optimize the postbuckling load-carrying capacity of composite plates. The VAT panel designs that exhibit the distinct "BuckleFree" attribute were obtained by the postbuckling optimization, and it also demonstrates the viability of applying our proposed general (material and thickness) varying stiffness concept. The novelties of this paper lie in the following aspects: (1) The proposed general variable stiffness tailoring concept; (2) The Buckle-Free panel design; (3) The establishment of element-wise postbuckling modelling; (4) The blended VAT composite laminates pattern.
The general stiffness tailoring approach that is characterized by lamination parameters is introduced in the next section. Section 3 presents the modelling work for the postbuckling analysis of VAT panels with discontinuous thickness changes. In section 4, the two-level postbuckling optimization A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T procedure for the VAT panels with independent variable thickness is described, including the design criteria and the optimization strategy. Section 5 presents the optimization results under different design assumptions and introduces the "buckle-free" blended VAT plate.
Variable Angle Tow Panels

Variable angle tow panels
VAT laminates allow the tailoring potential given by the local anisotropic (directional) properties of composite materials to be explored in the design of lightweight aircraft structures. To design VAT laminates, a mathematical description of tow-steering trajectories is necessary. A previous developed control-point based design scheme [22, 26, 27 ] is adopted to parameterize the fiber angle variation of VAT panels, as defined by the following equation,
where T mn is the coefficient of each term in the series and is directly equal to the design variable (fibre angle) of each control point (x m , y n ).
Thickness changes of VAT laminates
The development of advanced tow-steering manufacturing technologies enables the VAT placement across the plane of composite plies. VAT laminates are fabricated using embroidery-based machines [29] , AFP [30, 31] and the newly developing CTS method [32, 33] . AFP applies in-plane bending deformation to steer the tows into curvilinear paths and is currently considered as the key enabling technology [32] . Two different ways have been used for the placement of variable angle tows over the plane of composite plies: the parallel and shifted methods [34] . The parallel method theoretically produces constant thickness VAT plies without tow gaps and overlaps.
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T However, it has not been widely used because of its limited manufacturing efficiency, restricted steering radius [35] and geometric singularity [36] . The shifted method that keeps tow trajectories parallel to the reference fiber path is much more efficient. However, as shown in Figure 1 , the shifted method inevitably involves tow gaps, overlaps and other defects [33] . Tow overlaps result in local thickness build-up and localized resin pocket defect. Cutting the unnecessary part of tows reduces the occurrence of tow overlaps but also induces tow discontinuities [36] .
Instead of bending the composite tows, the CTS technique applies inplane shear deformation to continuously "shear" tow elements to produce curvilinear fibers [32] . The CTS method can avoid local fiber wrinkling or buckling that are often induced by an AFP manufacturing process with the in-plane bending method [35] . Since all fibers within each tow are aligned exactly to follow the prescribed curvilinear paths, tow gaps and overlaps can be avoided [35] . In addition, the CTS technique enables manufacturing of steering tows with smaller radius (30mm) than conventional AFP machines [32] . The width of the tow along the perpendicular direction of fibers (section B-B) shrinks after the tow element is sheared to a certain angle θ, as shown in the uppermost plot of Figure 1-(b) . As a consequence, the fibers within a narrow tow are stacked and increase the thickness of tows. Considering that the fiber volume of the sheared tow element remains unchanged (t 0 w 0 = tw 0 cos θ), the thickness build-up of a CTS-manufactured variable angle tow is calculated by [33] ,
where t 0 and θ are the original tow thickness and the shear angle, respectively and w 0 is the original tow width. Note, θ herein refers to the shear angle, which is different with the fiber orientation angle when a non-zero rotation angle (φ) is applied [36] . Figure 1 -(b) shows the CT scan image of the cross section along the width direction of a CTS panel, which approves Eq. (2) in predicting the thickness variation induced by the CTS process.
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It can be seen that both AFP and CTS techniques induce certain thickness variation to VAT laminates during the tow-steering procedure. Such thickness changes highly depend on the distribution pattern of variable fiber angles, and consequently restrict the design flexibility of variable stiffness laminates. The AFP method often induces tow overlaps and tow gaps to VAT laminates, which cause irregular thickness build-up and local resin rich pocket, respectively. These defects lead to irregular local stiffness changes and eventually cause much difficulty to the numerical modelling and optimal design. CTS-manufactured VAT laminates have smooth thickness variation which is governed by Eq. (2). Substantial thickness build-up occurs for CTS laminate plies when large shear angles are applied. Previous works have shown that the compressive buckling strength of CTS panels can significantly benefit from the thickness build-up along the unloaded transverse edges [36, 37, 38] .
General variable stiffness tailoring
A general variable stiffness tailoring design philosophy is proposed in this work to optimize the postbuckling behaviour of VAT panels. The tailoring concept herein allows the thickness of VAT laminates to independently vary in a point-wise manner. Lamination parameters are used to characterize the local directional properties of VAT composite layups. The use of lamination parameters not only reduces the number of design variables to a minimum, but also provides a full design space for the laminate configuration [39, 40] . Since only specially orthotropic laminates are considered at the firstlevel design process, there is no extension-shear coupling (A 16 = 0, A 26 = 0) and no flexural-twisting coupling (D 16 = 0, D 26 = 0). Therefore, only four lamination parameters (two in-plane and two out-of-plane) are needed to define the stiffness matrices of VAT laminates. The in-plane and bending stiffness matrices A ij (x, y), D ij (x, y) are then expressed in terms of lamination parameters, an independent thickness variable and material invariants
where
are the distribution functions of two in-plane lamination parameters and two out-of-plane lamination parameters, respectively. With the introduction of the independent thickness variation h(x, y) in Eqs. (3) and (4), the flexibility of variable stiffness tailoring of VAT panels achieves a maximum. The four lamination parameters (ξ A,D 1,2 ) are used to characterize the stiffness matrices of orthotropic laminates. The feasible region of these four coupled lamination parameters had been studied and defined mathematically in the previous works [7, 22] .
Although the variable-stiffness variable-thickness composite laminates have been studied in previous works [41, 42] , the design approach proposed in this paper based on lamination parameters is more general, and is able to give the global optimum. This proposed design approach enables a composite designer to simultaneously explore the benefits provided by the varying fiber orientation angles with independent thickness variation, by which outstanding structural attributes for composite structures are achieved. The "Buckle-Free" panel presented in this work is an example to demonstrate the A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T viability of applying this general variable stiffness tailoring concept in the postbuckling optimization of composite panels.
Theoretical Modelling for VAT Panels
Basic postbuckling model
The fundamental theory for the nonlinear postbuckling analysis of thinwalled composite panels is derived from the well-known von Kármán large deflection equations [43] . In previous works, an efficient semi-analytical modelling for the postbuckling analysis of VAT panels have been developed from a single mixed variational formula [52] ,
The Airy's stress function (Φ) and the out-of-plane displacement field (w) are expanded into series forms and substituting into this mixed variational functional Eq. (5), a basic postbuckling model for VAT panels is established [6, 27] .
VAT panels with discontinuous thickness changes
To facilitate the thickness variation in variable stiffness tailoring, VAT panels with discontinuous thickness changes are considered in the postbuckling analysis. For simplicity, a blended (also called "tapered" [45] ) VAT plate A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T made up of three segments (strips) in which the central part differs in thickness (number of plies) from the outer segments is proposed, as shown in Figure 2. This prototype of blended VAT plates is constructed through adding composite plies at outer segments and maintaining the fiber-continuity of the plies at the central region. By enforcing fiber continuity then tow (fiber) drop induced stress concentrations can be avoided [46] . Such blended composite panels can be manufactured by AFP machines, resin transfer molding (RTM) or by conventional hand layup method [1] . Previous works have shown that this type of thickness tailoring can provide a significant improvement of compressive buckling strength, even for isotropic plates [2] .
Two different cross sections for the blended VAT panel are also illustrated in Figure 2 . In the first case, the panel is symmetric with respect to the reference plane and therefore exhibits no bending-stretching coupling (B = 0). However, the non-symmetric cross section with one curvilinear surface and one flat surface, as shown in the bottom plot of Figure 2 , is more practical for the blended composite panels. If the reference plane of bending remains unchanged, the B matrix then becomes non-zero due to the non-symmetric cross section, and results in a certain amount of bending-stretching coupling. As a consequence, the VAT panel may not remain flat and could possess out-of-plane deflections before the buckling occurs depending on boundary conditions [23] . However, such pre-existing out-of-plane deflections during the pre-buckling state are relatively minor and can be neglected for most practical cases. This assumption enables the buckling problem of blended panels to be analyzed using a linear model [23] . The reduced bending stiffness (RBS) method [47, 48] is also applied to simplify the modelling of such blended VAT panels with non-symmetric cross sections. In the RBS method, the coupling matrix b = −A −1 B in the partially inverted form of the constitutive equation [49] is ignored. In addition, an effective (reduced) bending stiffness matrix (D * = D − BA −1 B) is computed to replace the original bending stiffness matrix (D) in the constitutive equation. Previous works
have shown that the RBS method can significantly reduce the modelling complexity and computational cost in the analysis of unsymmetrically laminated composites [47, 50] , composite panels with discontinuous thickness changes [23, 51] and stiffened panels [52] . The basic postbuckling model derived from Eq. (5) can also be directly applied to solve the blended VAT-panel problems and give approximate solutions. Using C ∞ continuous shape functions to model a composite panel with discontinuous stiffness properties leads to inevitable errors to the resultant solutions in the vicinity of transitions between two different thicknesses.
Coburn ([23] , in chapter 4) presented a detailed analysis of such induced errors to the prebuckling and buckling results in terms of stresses, displacements and curvatures. A more accurate postbuckling model is therefore needed to capture the true discontinuous structural behaviours of blended VAT panels, particularly near the transition regions.
Boundary conditions
The whole VAT panel is simply-supported and subjected to a uniform displacement compressive loading (x = ± ). For in-plane boundary conditions, the transverse edges are free to move but remain straight (denoted as case C in previous works [6, 21] ).
At the transitions between two different thicknesses, the following boundary conditions need to be satisfied to ensure the geometric continuity [2, 24] (i and j denote two adjacent elements),
In addition, the equality of the bending moment M y and the continuity of the modified shear force Q y + ∂Mxy ∂x 1 lead to another two natural boundary 1 This is wrongly stated as Q y − ∂Mxy ∂x in both refs. [2, 24] A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T conditions as,
The boundary conditions associated with Airy's stress function to ensure the continuity of the in-plane normal force N y , the shear force N xy along the junctions are given by [24] ,
To ensure the continuity of the normal strain x and the strain compatibility
, we have another two boundary conditions for the Airy's stress function as,
Element-wise postbuckling model
Herein, two different methods are implemented for the postbuckling analysis of blended VAT panels. One is based on the superposition method, in which additional terms for the central element are introduced to improve the modelling accuracy at junctions, and given as,
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T where Φ s (ξ, η) and w s (ξ, η) (the subscript or the superscript 's' indicates the local shape functions) are the additional terms, which are designed to capture the local structural behaviour. The terms Φ s (ξ, η) and w s (ξ, η) are defined to be only non-zero at the central part of the blended VAT panels (Element-2 in Figure 2 ) as,
where η 1 = 2y/(αb) = η/α is a local normalized coordinate for the central element along y axis and α = b 2 /b is the normalized width for the central element with respect to the whole panel-width. The admissible shape functions X p (ξ) and X m (ξ) are required to satisfy the global boundary conditions for the normal stress (analogous to C-C, refer to Table 1 ) and the transverse displacement (S-S, refer to Table 1 ) respectively,
where L p (ξ) and L m (ξ) are Legendre (orthogonal) polynomials. To ensure local continuity along the y directional boundaries of the central element, Y n (η 1 ) are defined analogously to C-C boundary conditions,
As such, the continuity of deflection, rotation and in-plane stresses as defined in Eqs. (6) and (8) are ensured, respectively. Substituting stress resultants Eqs. (10) and (11) into the mixed variational functional Eq. (5), an improved postbuckling model for the blended VAT panel is derived. However, the modelling errors induced by C ∞ shape functions cannot be avoided in the
To overcome the discontinuity issue, an element-wise method that divides the blended VAT panel into elements at the locations of discontinuities is applied, as shown in the bottom plot of Figure 2 . Each element is then considered as an independent plate, and modelled by separated shape functions with satisfying necessary boundary conditions and continuity constraints [2] . The mixed variational principle expressed in Eq. (5) is also computed individually in an element-wise manner. Additionally, penalty terms (or the Lagrangian Multipliers) are added into the whole functional to ensure the continuity of essential boundary conditions between two adjacent elements, as defined in Eqs. (6) and (8) . The constraints for stress or moment equilibrium at transitions are not necessarily to be enforced in a weak-form based modelling procedure. For each element, Airy's stress function and out-ofplane deflection are defined individually and expanded into independent series as,
where index j denotes the j th element and X (j)
n j are the polynomial shape functions for the j th element. The boundary conditions for these shape functions are defined in accordance with the global and internal boundary conditions [23] . Table 1 lists both the global and internal boundary conditions for the stress and deflection shape functions of each element.
Model implementation
The thickness changes of blended VAT panels in our design are not significant at transitions. It was found that approximate stress fields given by a single Airy's stress function can also yield sufficiently accurate postbuck-A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T Table 1 : Global and internal boundary conditions for the Airy's stress function Φ and the out-of-plane deflection function w at each element. S: Simply-supported; F: Free; C: Clamped.
ling solutions. Therefore, to reduce modelling complexity and computational costs, Airy's stress function still takes the form of Eq. (10) and the out-ofplane deflection function w is implemented either by the superposition method (Eq. (13)) or by the element-wise method (Eq. (17)). For the superposition method, substituting Eqs. (11) and (13) into the mixed variational functional Eq. (5), the following nonlinear algebraic equations are obtained for the postbuckling model:
where K 
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Similarly, to implement an element-wise postbuckling modelling for blended VAT panels, Airy's stress function takes the form given in [6] . The out-ofplane deflection w is expanded individually for each element, according to the boundary conditions in Table 1 ,
To ensure the continuity of each connecting boundary between elements, four additional penalty terms are added into the mixed variational functional as,
are the additional penalty terms that are introduced to satisfy the out-of-plane deflection and rotation constraints of connecting boundaries given in Eq. (6). The numbers 1, 2, 3 in the subscripts of the penalty terms denote each individual element, while the superscripts w and dw represent the deflection and rotation, respectively. The penalty terms are
expressed as integrals along the connecting boundaries [23] , 
where k
are the coefficients with large values for the penalty terms. It was found that choosing the penalty coefficients sufficiently large (i.e. of order 10 8 ) ensures geometric compatibility (Eq. (19)).
Substituting the element-wise deflection shape functions w i given by Eq. (19) into the modified mixed variational formula Eq. (20) and applying the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure, the following non-linear algebraic equations are obtained for the element-wise post-buckling model,
Postbuckling Optimization
Postbuckling design of variable thickness VAT panels
This work aims to design well-behaved variable thickness VAT panels that are able to resist further load and retain the compressive stiffness after entering the postbuckling regime. The postbuckling performance of VAT panels is then optimized in terms of the end-shortening strain ( x ) subjected to a fixed amount of applied load. The postbuckling solutions (non-linear equilibrium paths) were normalized with respect to the corresponding solutions of the quasi-isotropic plate. In so doing, the improvement of postbuckling load-carrying capacity in the design process is clearly quantified over the quasi-isotropic plate [53] .
Two-level postbuckling optimization
The postbuckling optimization of variable thickness VAT panels is carried out using a two-level design framework [22] , in which the lamination parameters are used as the intermediate design variables. At the first level, the optimal variable stiffness distribution that gives the maximum overall stiffness is determined using a gradient-based mathematical programming routine. At the second level, a well selected VAT panel in terms of stacking sequence, fiber angle variation of each ply and the blended panel construction pattern (if necessary) is decided in accordance with the optimal thickness variation. Lastly, a GA (Genetic Algorithm) based optimizer is applied to obtain the varying fiber orientations and other design parameters to realize the blended VAT panel design from the target stiffness variation.
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As defined in Eqs. (3) and (4), the general variable stiffness is achieved by designing the distributions of four lamination parameters and independent thickness variation. Herein, a control-point based design scheme and Bspline functions, as illustrated in Figure 3 , are employed to define the spatial variations of lamination parameters and panel-thickness [22] . The major reason for choosing B-spline functions is their strong convex hull property, which enables the entire distribution of the lamination parameters to be constrained within the feasible region only via the control points. When the lamination parameters and thickness are only varying along one principal direction (for example, the y-axis in this work), each variation is defined using a B-spline function as,
The first-level postbuckling optimization of variable thickness VAT panels is subsequently formulated as,
mn is the lamination parameters at each point P mn , g i (Γ (τ ) mn ) are the nonlinear constraint functions that define the feasible region of these four lamination parameters [22] . h L and h U are the lower and upper bounds In fact, for the optimal results of variable thickness VAT panels, the panel mass and equivalent distributed uniform thickness always remain the same with that of the baseline panel (ultimate use of materials).
In the second level optimization process, a realistic VAT layup is retrieved to closely match the target variable stiffness distribution obtained from the first-level design process. A laminate design pattern with a well chosen stacking sequence with appropriate variation of each VAT layer is first evaluated. Each VAT layer is parameterized by the fibre angles defined at a set of control points. A smooth nonlinear variation (NLV) of fibre orientation angles over the plate domain is generated using Lagrangian polynomials, as given in Eq. (1). Subsequently, a GA is used to determine the fibre orientation angles at all the control points of each VAT layer.
In the design of constant thickness VAT panels, symmetrical and balanced stacking sequence is mostly used. For example, a 16-layer laminate [±θ 1 /±θ 2 /±θ 3 /∓θ 4 ] s possesses four VAT design layers, θ 1 (x, y), · · · , θ 4 (x, y). To design the variable thickness VAT panel, a particular blended laminate pattern needs to be decided upon in advance, and the design is normally based on the thickness variation. In this work, the AFP-machined constant thickness layers and CTS-manufactured variable thickness layers are combined to construct the blended VAT panel. The fitness function of second level optimization is expressed as a mean value of the least square distance between the obtained stiffness variation and the target stiffness variation at a large number of grid points over the
plate domain [22, 53] .
(ij = 11, 12, 22, 66)
where the letter (p) in the superscript or subscript denotes a particular grid point. The total number of grid points (N p ) is chosen to be 100 ∼ 300 for one-dimensional design and 1000 ∼ 2000 for two-dimensional design. T k n is the fibre angle at the control point for the k-th ply and w 3 ∼ 10 5 (depending on the laminate configuration), respectively. In the GA optimization routine, the population size was set to be at least 20 ∼ 30 times the number of design variables, while the number of generations was 50 ∼ 100 depending on the population size. The crossover and mutation probabilities were chosen to be 0.7 and 0.04.
Results and Discussion
This section presents the optimization results of variable thickness VAT panels that possess the maximum overall compressive stiffness using the twolevel design framework. In order to study the effect of thickness variation in the postbuckling design of VAT panels, three different cases of thickness variation are considered in this work: constant thickness, CTS-induced thick-
A C C E P T E D M
A N U S C R I P T ness build-up and independent thickness variation. Lastly, we demonstrate a number of VAT-panel designs that possess the distinct "Buckle-Free" feature.
The lamina properties of the MTM49-3/T800 composite prepreg used in this work are given by E 1 = 163 GPa, E 2 = 6.8 GPa, G 12 = 3.4 GPa, ν 12 = 0.28. The length and width of VAT panels are a = 0.5m and b = 0.5m, respectively. Ply thickness is 0.13mm. The thickness of the baseline VAT panel (with 16 plies) is 2.1 mm.
To validate the analytical postbuckling modelling for VAT panels with discontinuous thickness changes, in particular the blended VAT panels, finite element analysis was carried out using ABAQUS. A subroutine was developed to generate the elements with independent fiber orientations and independent thickness variations. Each element was assumed to have a constant fiber orientation and a separated thickness value. For the purpose of efficiency, the S4 shell element was chosen to discretize the VAT panel and a mesh density of 40 × 40 was used to achieve a desired accuracy. The accuracy of using S4 shell elements to model the postbuckling behaviour of VAT panels with discontinuous thickness changes was also validated against the results given by a full 3D finite element model (C3D8R). A small imperfection in the form of the first buckling mode shape and a magnitude of 1% of the plate thickness is imposed to each finite element model (FEM). The nonlinear postbuckling equilibrium paths are traced using the Riks method in Abaqus.
The optimal layups with maximum overall stiffness may be different when the level of axial compressive load N x0 varies. In this work, the value of axial load N x0 is fixed to be three times that of the critical buckling load (3N iso ) of an equivalent quasi-isotropic laminate. At the first level optimization procedure, the optimal variable stiffness distribution that gives the maximum postbuckling performance is determined first in terms of lamination parameters and thickness variation. The design parameters are associated with a set of uniformly distributed control points, and uniform quadratic B-spline basis functions are used to construct the variation of A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T lamination parameters and thickness. Since the postbuckling problem studied herein is symmetrical with respect to the boundary conditions, geometry and loading conditions, the distribution of lamination parameters and thickness is designed to be doubly symmetric for the two dimensional design ξ , |y|) , and symmetric for the one dimensional design ξ
The second level optimization procedure for retrieving the realistic laminate layups from the target stiffness variation depends on the choice of the VAT laminate configuration for each different case study.
In this work, the optimal VAT-panel designs that give the maximum overall stiffness are obtained using different configurations of varying fiber angles and variable thickness. Table 2 lists the obtained VAT panels and their corresponding design parameters of VAT and variable thickness configurations. The improvement of each VAT-panel design with respect to overall stiffness compared to the [±45/0 6 ] s layup is also given. The following subsections present the analysis of each VAT-panel design in details. 
a The number of control points used for the variation of lamination parameters. b The number of control points used for the thickness variation (for CTS, refer to the number of control points for nonlinear variation of fiber angles).
A N U S C R I P T
VAT panels with constant thickness
The optimal VAT layups with constant thickness that give maximum overall compressive axial stiffness (minimum end-shortening strain) are determined first and studied. For the constant thickness design, the design variables and corresponding constraints associated with thickness in the optimization problem Eq. (24) are eliminated. The postbuckling equilibrium paths for the optimized straight-fiber laminates and constant thickness VAT panels are compared and illustrated in Figure 4 . The layup [±45/0 6 ] s gives the minimum end-shortening strain among the constant stiffness laminates. VAT panel #1 is the optimal design obtained using a direct GA approach [26] , while VAT panel #2 is the optimal result obtained from the first-level optimization procedure (in terms of two-dimensional distributions of lamination parameters). The result given by VAT panel #2 is approximately the global optima for the postbuckling behaviour design of constant-thickness variable stiffness panels. Compared to the best design of the straight-fiber laminate [±45/0 6 ] s , the VAT panel #1 shows 16% improvement and VAT panel #2 shows 24% improvement for the overall compressive stiffness. The VAT panels (#1 and #2) also show 71% and 51% increases on the critical buckling load, respectively.
The distributions of the four lamination parameters defined by 7 × 7 control points based B-spline functions for the VAT panel #2 are plotted in Figure 5 . The realistic VAT layup is retrieved from this target lamination parameters distribution using a 3-by-3 control points based NLV fiber-angle design scheme, which had been presented in previous works [21, 9, 38] . It was revealed that the improvement of postbuckling performance (overall axial stiffness) for the constant thickness VAT panels mainly benefits from the variable stiffness induced stress re-distribution [26] . In addition, a large amount of 0-deg fibers [1, 9, 26] placed near the edges of the inner layers of VAT panels is also an essential factor for achieving a high prebuckling and postbuckling axial compressive stiffness.
A C C E P T E D M
CTS panels with edge thickness build-up
This section studies the variable stiffness and thickness build-up benefits offered by the CTS-manufactured composite plies in the postbuckling behaviour optimization. Currently, the CTS technique allows tows to be steered in one direction [32] , and the thickness build-up of CTS layers is governed by Eq. (2). The critical buckling load of VAT panels can be improved significantly when CTS plies are used and optimized [36, 37] . However, such CTS panels with thick transverse edges often have quite poor axial compressive stiffness [6, 38] . According to a previous study [6] , 0-deg plies placed at the inner layers result in a high axial compressive stiffness for composite panels. Therefore, a particular type of CTS laminate layup [±θ 1 (y)/0 n ] s is employed in the postbuckling optimization for maximizing the overall compressive stiffness. In this CTS layup [±θ 1 (y)/0 n ] s , θ 1 (y) is a CTS layer with the nonlinear variation of fiber angles only along y direction, which is defined by Eq. (1) using 3 ∼ 5 control points. The n in the layup [±θ 1 (y)/0 n ] s denotes the number of 0-deg plies that are placed in the inner layers and are chosen to be 3 ∼ 5 in the laminate design. A standard GA routine is then used to determine the CTS tow trajectory and the number of 0-deg plies. In addition, a penalty term is added to the objective function to ensure the mass (average thickness) of the CTS panel does not exceed that of the baseline panel (h 0 ) in the optimization process. The optimization problem for the CTS panels is then formulated as, Minimize:
Design Variables:
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T subject to:
where λ, g(x) are the penalty coefficient and mass constraint function, respectively. Due to the CTS manufacturing limitation, the largest fiber orientation angle needs to be restrained less than 75
• (5π/12). Figure 4 illustrates two optimized CTS panels (denoted as CTS-1 and CTS-2) for the minimum endshortening strain when the external axial compressive loading is N x = 3N iso . The CTS-1 and CTS-2 panels are the optimal results using 3 control points and 5 control points for θ 1 , respectively. Also, the number of 0 degree layers was chosen to be 4 in the layup [±θ 1 /0 n ] s for both panels. Compared to the layup [±45/0 6 ] s , CTS-1 and CTS-2 panels achieve 17% and 22.8% improvement on the overall compressive stiffness, respectively. These results are also close to the optimal design of constant thickness VAT panels (#1 and #2) with two dimensional nonlinear variation of fiber angles. Figure 7 shows the fiber angles at control points and the tow trajectories for the CTS layers of each panel design. No further improvement in optimal postbuckling solutions for minimizing the end-shortening strain were found by either increasing the nonlinearity of fiber angle variation (more control points) or increasing the use of CTS layers in the layup. Therefore, the benefit purely given by the CTS plies is limited for the postbuckling behaviour design, partially because of the strong coupling defined in Eq. (2) between the thickness build-up and the fiber variation angles.
VAT panels with independent thickness variation
This section presents the optimal postbuckling designs for VAT panels with independent thickness variation, which provides the capability of gen-A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T eral variable stiffness tailoring. The postbuckling optimization problem with the general variable stiffness tailoring has been expressed in Eq. (24) . The stiffness variation is defined in terms of four lamination parameters (ξ A,D 1,2 ) and a thickness variable associated with each control point of the B-spline functions. Firstly, for the purpose of simplicity, one dimensional stiffness variation along y direction (with 7 control points defining the B-spline function) is allowed in the postbuckling optimization. Figure 7 illustrates different one-dimensional optimal postbuckling results (from VAT panels #3 to #6) that are obtained by setting different ranges of thickness variation. The upper bound of the thickness variation is set to be h U = 4h 0 , which is the maximum thickness build-up given by a CTS-manufacturing lamina with 75
• shear angle. It was found that the thickness variation never exceeds the upper bound limit h U in the optimization process. The VAT panels #3, #4, #5 and #6 are the optimal results when the lower bound of thickness variation is chosen to be h L = 0.9h 0 , 0.7h 0 , 0.5h 0 and 0.25h 0 , respectively. From the postbuckling results shown in Figure 7 for the VAT panels #3 to #6, it can be seen that the postbuckling performance (overall axial stiffness) of the VAT panels can be substantially improved through inducing an independent thickness variation in the variable stiffness design. An optimal panel with constant fiber angles and independent thickness variation is also obtained and denoted as VTHC #5 in Figure 7 . The lower limit of thickness variation for VTHC #5 is set to be h L = 0.5h 0 in the optimization process, which is the same with that of VAT panel #5. Compared with the structural behaviour of VAT panel #5, the VTHC #5 gives a very similar prebuckling and buckling behaviour but slightly lower postbuckling stiffness. This result clearly shows that an independent thickness tailoring is vital important for variable stiffness panels to gain a large compressive strength (both prebuckling and postbuckling). It was also found that the thickness variation profiles of VAT #5 and VTHC #5 are very similar to each other. The use of curvilinear fibers (variable angle tow) in VAT A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T #5 further improves the postbuckling stiffness, and eventually achieves the "Buckle-Free" design.
Moreover, the reduction in axial compressive stiffness of VAT panels #4 to #6 after entering the postbuckling regime is extremely low. The critical buckling points for the VAT panels #4 to #6 become less clear and are denoted by small circles in Figure 7 . Therefore, the "Buckle-Free" design concept is eventually achieved. These results (VAT panels #3 to #6) also indicate that substantial benefits are received in the postbuckling behaviour design of VAT panels through general stiffness tailoring. Nevertheless, the VAT panel #6 is already approaching an ideal "Buckle-Free" panel design. VAT panels #4 to #6 are the optimal results from the first-level optimization process, of which only the variable stiffness distributions are given. For example, the stiffness variation of VAT panel #5 is given by the four lamination parameters (ξ A,D 1,2 ) variations as shown in Figure 8 and a thickness variation along the y direction as given in Figure 9 .
Blended VAT panels
In this section, a blended panel design scheme is considered and optimized to match the target stiffness distribution of VAT panel #5 that is obtained from the first-level optimization process. According to the type of thickness variation of VAT panel #5 given in Figure 9 , the panel can be split into three parts that consist of one constant thickness central element and two outer elements with a large amount of thickness build-up. It was also noticed that the thickness variation pattern at the outer regions in Figure 9 is similar to the thickness build-up of a CTS laminate with large shear angles along edges. Therefore, a blended panel design scheme with 8 AFP-manufacturing constant thickness plies ([±θ (25) is carried out to determine the optimal fiber angles at the control points prescribed for the AFP layers (±θ 1 ) and the CTS layers (±θ 2 ). The second-level optimization solution enables the blended VAT panel to possess the closest stiffness variation to that of the VAT panel #5. Figure 11 shows the optimal results for the tow (fiber) trajectories of the AFP layers and CTS layers, which are both varying along y direction and are characterized by 5 and 3 control points, respectively. As shown in Figure 10 , the constant-thickness AFP layers cover the entire panel, while CTS layers only placed at two outer regions for the blended VAT panel. The large axial compressive stiffness of this blended VAT panel benefits from a large amount of 0-deg fiber placement at the outer regions (θ 1 in Figure 11 ) and the edge thickness build-up pattern given by the segmental CTS layers.
The postbuckling behaviour of this optimized blended VAT panel is illustrated in Figure 12 . Compared with the FEM result, the basic postbuckling model using single shape functions is unable to accurately capture the postbuckling behaviour of the blended VAT panel. The proposed element-wise postbuckling model as given in Eq. (22) yields an accurate result, as denoted by the solid green line in Figure 12 . The postbuckling performance (overall axial stiffness) of this blended VAT panel is lower than the postbuckling result given by the target VAT panel #5. This reduction occurs mainly because the stiffness variation (in particular the thickness variation) of VAT panel #5 can not be matched exactly using such a blended VAT design. Nevertheless, the blended VAT panel that was obtained still demonstrates a distinct "Buckle-Free" feature.
Conclusion
A general variable stiffness tailoring approach in the postbuckling behaviour design of VAT panels has been developed, and is used to identify a "Buckle-Free" design concept. The general variable stiffness distribution is defined by B-spline functions using lamination parameters and an indepen-A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T dent thickness variable at each control point. Postbuckling optimization is carried out using a two-level optimization framework. To retrieve realistic laminates, a blended VAT panel design scheme that consists of a mixture of constant-thickness VAT layers and segmental placed CTS layers is proposed. It is then used to design the "Buckle-Free" composite panels from the target optimal stiffness variation. In order to improve modelling accuracy, an element-wise postbuckling model is developed to capture the nonlinear behaviour of blended VAT panels. The element-wise postbuckling model for VAT panels with discontinous thickness changes is validated by FEM results using Abaqus. In summary, the general variable stiffness tailoring approach with the two-level optimization framework and the blended VAT scheme enable the distinct design of "Buckle-Free" panels to be achieved.
From the optimal results, the benefits of using variable angle tows (VAT) with independent thickness variation are quantified for an enhanced axial compressive stiffness of composite panels that are loaded in the postbuckling regime. It was found that 0-deg fiber placement and significant thickness build-up at transversely supported regions of composite panels are the essential factors to achieve a high axial compressive stiffness. Guidelines are also provided for designers to achieve composite panels with high axial compressive stiffness. 
